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U. S. Army Uniforms of the Cold War, 1948-1973
1998

talks about the evolution of army uniforms from world war ii to vietnam this work traces uniform systems from conception through actual field development and issue

Uniforms of the United States Army, 1774-1889, in Full Color
2012-10-09

richly colored hand tinted prints portray u s army uniforms from fatigues to full dress absolutely authentic in their painstaking detail the 44 plates depict all ranks in
full regalia captions

Military Uniforms of the World
1986

describes the uniforms of the major armed forces of the world and shows how military dress has become less decorative and more attuned to the practical needs of
the twentieth century soldier

Army Uniforms of the World
1919

soldier presents a magnificent collection of highly detailed illustrations depicting uniforms worn by the military forces of this nation from colonial times to the modern
era accompanying each illustration is the history of the uniform and equipment portrayed and the men and women who wore the uniform and the circumstances of
their service this is a book rich in colour and historical narrative soldier is much more than simply a description of military uniforms and equipment phil rutherford has
spent over 20 years searching for the roots of australia s modern army analysing trends both in dress and in the military art itself in doing so he has discovered that
there is very little about the uniforms worn and the equipment carried by today s soldiers that can truly be called its own even the most iconic symbol of the
australian army the slouch hat was not invented by a victorian volunteer as popular rumour suggests but was worn by troops in seventeenth century europe in fact
there are significant elements of the army s dress and equipment such as the badges of rank worn by both soldiers and officers which can be traced to the days of
knights in shining armour soldier seeks to map the links between the army s modern dress and its earliest antecedents describing the formation and history of
australia s army from the perspective of both the regular and reserve soldiers this book also reveals the story behind the soldiers themselves the men and women
who wore these uniforms and the times in which they served since the first volunteers and militias were raised to protect the lives and property of the earliest settlers
from adversaries both real and imagined



Uniforms of the Armed Forces of Eastern European Countries
1997

shattering the myth that the civil war was fought between soldiers in blue or in gray this history details the many colors and styles worn by members of the federal
and confederate armies 108 illustrations

Army Uniforms of the World
2019

this book spans more than 200 years of the development of military costume from the earliest standing armies to the eve of world war ii it is a classic work of uniform
history

Soldier
2017-08-05

british army uniforms identifies the uniforms of each regiment of cavalry and infantry from 1751 to 1783 including those worn during the seven years war and the
american war of independence this lavishly illustrated book shows how the cut and colouring of the uniforms of the officers the ncos and the private soldiers changed
over the course of more than thirty years the survey is divided into four parts part one looks at the commonalities of cavalry uniforms and focuses on the uniforms
that were appropriate to each regiment headwear and horse furniture are also considered part two contains a wealth of full colour plates detailing the uniforms of the
household cavalry the heavy cavalry and light cavalry parts three and four cover infantry uniforms including those of the regiments of foot guards infant of the line
fusiliers and highland regiments publisher description

Uniforms of the Civil War
2007-01-01

depicts the clothing and individual equipment of the american soldier in vietnam copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Uniforms of the World
1980



through periods of glory defeat and renaissance the german army uniform has evolved prussianistic and germanic traditions have remained strong throughout the
uniform s history and can still be found in the insignia and equipment of the present day soldier in 1870 the uniforms worn by imperial german soldiers varied
between the different principalities the spiked helmet pickelhaube was first adopted by prussia in 1842 but it was later used throughout germany the pickelhaube was
made out of leather with metal reinforcement and a metal spike it went through a number of modifications such as the introduction of a round visor and the
replacement of the rear spine within the colonies there was even greater variation in uniform and equipment in german east africa the soldiers wore white service
uniforms with white tropical helmets and the national cockade of black white and red the east asia brigade wore a field gray jacket with four front pockets lined with
leather designed for carrying cartridges uniforms of the german soldier has more than thirty color photographs and more than 300 black and white photographs
giving the reader an unparalleled analysis each photograph is accompanied with a detailed caption explaining interesting aspects of the soldier s uniform insignia and
equipment

British Army Uniforms of the American Revolution 1751-1783
2012-01-01

this book traces the evolution of the german army uniform from 1870 to the present day using nearly 800 photographs to offer the reader an unparalleled analysis
each image is accompanied by a detailed caption explaining interesting aspects of the soldiers uniform insignia and equipment it begins with the german empire at
its height with the iconic spiked pickelhaube and the colonial troops in africa asia and the pacific and moves on to the field grey uniforms of the first world war after
1918 the uniforms of the reichswehr and the freikorps are detailed and then those of the revived wehrmacht up to the end of the second world war the post war years
saw the establishment of the bundeswehr in the west and east germanys nationalen volksarmee facing each other across the border of a divided germany before
reunification in 1991 no other countrys army has undergone such changes in the past century and a half and this book provides a unique visual record of those
changes

U.S. Army Uniforms of the Vietnam War
1989

history of military uniforms worn by both horse and foot regiments on ceremonial occasions

Uniforms of the German Soldier
2006

excerpt from army uniforms of the world the study of the changes which have occurred in the garb of the fighting man and of the devices used to designate his
leaders from the days of the bow and arrow to those of the magazine rifle should appeal to all persons interested in the history of mankind and it is the purpose of
this little work to treat this subject in such a manner that it may it is hoped prove helpful to those who might wish to learn something of the dress of the soldier in the



different periods of history the author has spent a number of years collecting the data used in this book much of it being obtained only after extensive search in such
vast literary storehouses as the reading room of the british museum in london and the public libraries of washington new york and boston about the publisher
forgotten books publishes hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books find more at forgottenbooks com this book is a reproduction of an important historical work
forgotten books uses state of the art technology to digitally reconstruct the work preserving the original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the aged
copy in rare cases an imperfection in the original such as a blemish or missing page may be replicated in our edition we do however repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully any imperfections that remain are intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works

A History of the Uniforms of the British Army
1940

this book is the culmination of many years work from two authors who have lived and breathed the subject for the past forty years one a military antiques dealer of
international standing the other an extremely knowledgeable collector of german world war i uniforms and equipment using mostly never before published period
photographs as well as a wealth of highly detailed color studio photos of tunics drawn from one of the world s greatest private collections it is an absolute must for
any collector of world war i uniforms indeed for any collector of german world war i memorabilia laying out as it does in a very clear and precise way all the variations
of tunic their origins and usage this reader friendly book will help guide the novice and experienced collector alike through the often difficult and confusing
information on the subject

Uniforms of the German Soldier
2013-11-19

from hitler s wehrmacht of world war ii to the bundeswehr the german army uniform has changed greatly over the last seventy years through periods of glory defeat
and renaissance the uniform has evolved prussian and germanic traditions have remained strong throughout the uniform s history and can still be found in the
insignia and equipment of the present day soldier a provisional reichswehr was formed in 1919 and for the first time the german army had a common uniform for all
the federal states of the weimar republic with adolf hitler s rise to power in 1933 the uniform began to take on the symbols of nazi germany the eagle and swastika
being added post war germany saw a divided nation with two distinct uniforms and today we again see a common uniform for a united germany uniforms of the
german soldier charts this fascinating evolution with more than fifty color photographs and more than 400 black and white photographs this book gives the reader an
unparalleled visual record each photograph is accompanied with a detailed authoritative caption

Ceremonial Uniforms of the World
1973

this book is one of a series of books on uniforms used by the u s army ground forces during world war ii this volume covers service coats field jackets overcoats and



mackinaw coats it contains written descriptions and photographs to help the reader to positively identify the uniforms covered it also includes information on how the
uniform item was issued to troops as well as a list of the manufacturers of the item

Army Uniforms of the World (Classic Reprint)
2015-06-29

see hundreds of iconic military uniforms insignias and badges worn by armies navies and air forces all over the world during the second world war

Field Grey Uniforms of the Imperial German Army, 1907-1918
2012

this is an expert guide to the uniforms of britain america germany ussr and japan together with other axis and allied forces it is an incredible directory of the military
personnel of the period with 600 images including photographs and illustrations of uniforms kit weaponry and equipment it analyses the context of the conflict and
the ideology and politics that motivated the various national forces as well as the experience of the soldiers who fought on the front lines world war ii was a huge
conflict fought on different fronts covering diverse terrain and involving the fighting men of dozens of nations at the outbreak of war in 1945 military uniforms had
changed little from those worn by the soldiers of world war i but as the conflict progressed changes were made to adapt to fighting and living conditions this book
covers in detail what the soldiers who fought in the war wore from british infantrymen in normandy to japanese troops in burma and from finnish ski divisions to
female chinese partisans lavishly illustrated with intricate insignia detail this book offers a definitive visual study of a pivotal period of history

Uniforms of the German Soldier
2006

this is the 4th volume of a multi volume set of books covering the uniforms of the u s army ground forces of world war ii this volume contains photographs and
descriptions of blue denim and herringbone twill uniforms including the camouflage uniforms it also contains information on the issue of the uniform items as well as
the known manufacturers and the stock numbers associated with the clothing

Uniforms of the US Army Ground Forces 1939-1945, Volume 1 Coats and Jackets, Part I
2012-01-20

soldier presents a magnificent collection of highly detailed illustrations depicting uniforms worn by the military forces of this nation from colonial times to the modern
era accompanying each illustration is the history of the uniform and equipment portrayed and the men and women who wore the uniform and the circumstances of



their service

A History of the Uniforms of the British Army
1966

charles hamilton smith s illustrations of soldiers of the british army are a faithful and delightful record of how wellington s troops were uniformed and equipped
wellington s army presents a collection of these sought after plates in a special large format and provides a superb evocation of british military uniforms during the
closing years of the peninsular war and at the epic battle of waterloo the plates drawn from life and completed in 1814 cover all the branches of service including line
infantry light infantry and rifles heavy and light cavalry general officers foreign troops artillery and engineers and cadets and veterans each plate is accompanied by
an incisive text by the leading expert on wellington s troops philip haythornthwaite which discusses the unit in question the uniform and its significant features
wellington s army also includes an extensive introduction analyzing the evolution of the british army of the period and examining the colorful life of charles hamilton
smith

Uniforms of World War II
2016-01-25

takes a broad view of mostly european uniforms from the 17th century to the early 20th century

Uniforms of the American, British, French and German Armies in the War of the American
Revolution, 1775-1783
2012-10-01

this is a new release of the original 1929 edition

An Illustrated Encyclopedia of Uniforms of World War II
2015-07

text and illustrations describe the uniforms of every branch of both armies



Uniforms of the US Army Ground Forces 1939-1945, Volume 4, Denim and Hbt Clothing
2014-12-24

during the period 1890 1910 the german army of kaiser wilhelm ii was ablaze in color particularly the garde and cavalry regiments in this superb new volume the
author brings to the student of uniforms as well as the art and military historian the true glory of this brief but most colorful time carl becker was a skillful and
talented artist of the late 19th and early 20th centuries whose treatment of german uniforms the military pomp and ceremony as well as the work a day activities of
the kaisers army are both realistically and artistically among the very best the 104 never before published uniform plates are a treasure trove of color action and
rarity which have only been viewed by a select few before this publication the additional illustrations from books and the postcard art reproduced here well display
the scope and depth of beckers work technically correct and artistically rendered on the subject of kaiser wilhelm iis flamboyant army of 1890 1910 this book will be a
welcome addition to the library of the collector the student of military costume modelers and the appreciator of well executed military art

Soldier
2017-08-05

this is not a connected exposition of the evolution of the marine corps uniform but is a chronological compilation of orders and correspondence dealing with marine
corps uniforms arms and accoutrements from the colonial period through 21 october 1829 while it furnishes the raw material for uniform plates the original contains
only one sketch of a coat and several of button arrangement and chevrons preface page v

Wellington's Army
2002

in the years after world war i the defeated and much reduced german army developed new clothing and personal equipment that drew upon the lessons learned in
the trenches in place of the wide variety of uniforms and insignia that had been worn by the imperial german army a standardized approach was followed culminating
in the uniform items introduced in the 1930s as the nazi party came to shape every aspect of german national life the outbreak of war in 1939 prompted further
adaptations and simplifications of uniforms and insignia while the increasing use of camouflaged items and the accelerated pace of weapons development led to the
appearance of new clothing and personal equipment medals and awards increased in number as the war went on with grades being added for existing awards and
new decorations introduced to reflect battlefield feats specialists such as mountain troops tank crews and combat engineers were issued distinctive uniform items and
kit while the ever expanding variety of fronts on which the german army fought from the north african desert to the russian steppe prompted the rapid development
of clothing and equipment for different climates and conditions in addition severe shortages of raw materials and the demands of clothing and equipping an army that
numbered in the millions forced the simplification of many items and the increasing use of substitute materials in their manufacture in this fully illustrated book noted
authority dr stephen bull examines the german army s wide range of uniforms personal equipment weapons medals and awards and offers a comprehensive guide to
the transformation that the german army soldier underwent in the period from september 1939 to may 1945



Military Fashion
1972

a complete guide to regulation uniforms and field attire used in korea contains information on uniform policies headgear footwear accessories individual equipment
survival gear and insignia

Uniforms of the World
2013-10

compiled at saint petersburg during the years from 1837 and 1851 the historical description of the clothing and arms of the russian army has had an enormous
impact and great importance for the study on the history of russian costume and uniformology development over the past centuries the viskovatov s enormous work
is based on a great quantity of archival documents and contains four thousand colored and b w illustrations it is composed by 30 or 34 volumes 1st edition 1 30 st
petersburg 1841 62 and 2nd edition vols 1 34 st petersburg novosibirsk leningrad 1899 1948 the topics discussed start from the early czars until the late nineteenth
century our new edition has enriched the book with the plates we revised and colored many of the images so far available just in black and white as well we found
some rare color plates with the collaboration of private collectors these together with the first ever english translation make our collection exclusive and of great
value this volume is devoted to the russian army uniforms during the seven years war

Uniforms of the Sea Services
1962

this is a combined edition of all six books in the classic uniforms of the ss series looking at the organisation uniforms and insignia of the ss

Uniforms of the Civil War
2001

compiled at saint petersburg during the years from 1837 and 1851 the historical description of the clothing and arms of the russian army has had an enormous
impact and great importance for the study on the history of russian costume and uniformology development over the past centuries the viskovatov s enormous work
is based on a great quantity of archival documents and contains four thousand colored and b w illustrations it is composed by 30 or 34 volumes 1st edition 1 30 st
petersburg 1841 62 and 2nd edition vols 1 34 st petersburg novosibirsk leningrad 1899 1948 the topics discussed start from the early czars until the late nineteenth
century our new edition has enriched the book with the plates we revised and colored many of the images so far available just in black and white as well we found
some rare color plates with the collaboration of private collectors these together with the first ever english translation make our collection exclusive and of great



value this volume is devoted to the russian army uniforms under the reign of peter i the great just to reign of ivan vi for the years 1682 1741

The Kaiser's Army in Color
2000

in the world of historical painting don troiani stands alone universally acclaimed for the accuracy drama and sensitivity of his depictions of america s past his civil war
paintings and limited edition prints hang in the finest collections in the country and are noted by collectors from around the world now in don troiani s regiments and
uniforms of the civil war the artist turns his brush to one of the most colourful and captivating aspects of civil war history the individual units that earned their
reputations on the battlefield and the distinctive uniforms they wore in addition to 130 paintings of battle scenes and individual figures the book also includes more
than 250 full colour photographs of the uniforms the soldiers wore and the accoutrements they carried supporting the illustrations is text by two of the leading
military artefact experts taken together it makes for one of the most comprehensive books on civil war uniforms ever undertaken

Uniforms of the American Marines, 1775 to 1829
1932

German Army Uniforms of World War II
2021-02-04

German Uniforms of the Third Reich, 1933-1945
1986

Uniforms of the American Marines, 1775 to 1932, Including the Uniform of the Colonial American
Marines, 1740-1742
1932



U.S. Army Uniforms of the Korean War
1992

Uniforms of Russian army of Elizabeth of Russia Vol. 2
2018-03-20

Uniforms of the SS
1997

Uniforms of Russian Army of the Peter I the Great
2018-03-20

Don Troiani's Regiments and Uniforms of the Civil War
2002
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